Ordinary underwater light

Choose from Standard color or Premium color
Our basic model, the System01-3 oﬀers anything but basic
performance. Combining the Standard Color Light Module —
which achieves color reproduction close to natural light — with the
standard-capacity Battery Module, this model won the 2013 Good
Design Award and delivers superior underwater performance.
STANDARD COLOR

Light
Module

Color
rendering index
Total
luminous ﬂux

3000lm

Color
temperature

Battery
Module
Provided accessories：YS Adapter Set, Hand
Grip 02, Condenser Lens, Light Module Cap,
Battery Module Cap, AC Adapter Charging Set,
Maintenance Kit, Exclusive Case L

OFF

Non-step
brightness control

600lm
550 min

1000lm 1500lm
310 min 160 min

2000lm
95 min

5000K

STANDARD BATTERY

3000lm
45 min

Depth rating：100m, IPX8 (JIS Protection Class 8)
Dimensions：ø64.2 mm x 123.5 mm (without projections)
Weight：420g on land, 170g underwater

STANDARD COLOR
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Color
rendering index
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Battery
Module

Grip 02, Condenser Lens, Light Module Cap,
Battery Module Cap, AC Adapter Charging Set,
Maintenance Kit, Exclusive Case L

Non-step
brightness control

1500lm
240min

2000lm
180min

5000K
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When color is your focus, the Premium
Color model is the right choice. This
model prioritizes color reproduction (with
a maximum light intensity of 2200
lumen), achieving a level of vividness
that goes far beyond conventional LEDs.
This remarkable performance is especially
noticeable in up-close observation and
photography of underwater creatures.
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RGBlueʼ s original power management system maintains stable brightness levels. There is no decrease in brightness
relative to elapsed time, as is the case with ordinary underwater lights that use Ni-MH or alkaline AA batteries.

High

100%

Continuous lighting time comparison per battery type

SYSTEM01-3（2500lm）Standard Battery
SYSTEM02-2（2500lm）Large-capacity Battery

Ordinary underwater light “Alkaline Battery”

Intensity

Weight：565g on land, 205g underwater

※The lighting periods are standard values when the fully-charged BM6700B is used.

50%

When the remaining battery power drops below 5%, the light
is automatically dimmed to the minimum intensity.

30%

Dimensions：ø68mm x 135mm (without projections)

10%
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Wide light distribution with ﬂat 100° emission angle
Optional condenser for double illuminance*

Incorporating LEDs with super-high color rendition and high
coloration capabilities, this model combines the Premium Color
Light Module — which renders colors more vividly and
dramatically — with the large-capacity Battery Module for
extended performance
PREMIUM COLOR

Light
Module

94.1

Maintenance of stable brightness levels

Depth rating：100m, IPX8 (JIS Protection Class 8)

3000lm
90min

PREMIUM COLOR

Color rendering index table
Ra

LARGE-CAPACITY BATTERY

Power supply：Rechargeable lithium-ion battery

2500lm
120min

600lm
1000min

81.7

Ordinary underwater light “Ni-MH Battery”

Emission angle 100° (60° with the condenser lens)

Light intensity levels and continuous lighting period
1000lm
600min

Ra80

3000lm

Color
temperature

OFF

Ra

The latest version of this model features
light intensity increased to 3000
lumens. Designed with an emphasis on
balanced illumination, the Standard
Color model is the go-to lighting system
for any application in any environment,
any environment.

STANDARD COLOR

Power supply：Rechargeable lithium-ion battery

※The lighting periods are standard values when the fully-charged BM3500B is used.

4-step
brightness control

Color rendering index table

5000K / Ra80

Emission angle 100° (60° with the condenser lens)

2500lm
60 min

Featuring the same high-quality Standard Color Light Module
used in the System01-3, the System02-2 adds a large-capacity
Battery Module for long-lasting illumination. Oﬀering the longest
illumination capability in its class, this model can last for up to
three dives a day even when used at maximum light intensity.

Provided accessories：YS Adapter Set, Hand

“Standard Color”

R15

Light intensity levels and continuous lighting period
4-step
brightness control

Ra80

Illumination is the key to getting the full underwater experience when diving.
Without light, the water around you becomes dark and murky, while colors fade
and disappear. It is no exaggeration to say that, for divers, an underwater light is
a substitute for the sun. RGBlue oﬀers two types of light source both ideally suited
to this purpose — the conventional Standard Color and the newly developed
Premium Color.

Color
rendering index
Total
luminous ﬂux
Color
temperature

Ra95

2200lm
4200K

80

Flat light is distributed evenly throughout the
100° emission angle, providing more than
enough light for shooting movies, or for
wide-angle shooting. While light intensity is
already high enough to provide all the
illumination you need for most applications,
you can increase it even more by attaching a
condenser lens that reduces the light
distribution angle to 60°.

100

120

Continuous lighting time (min.)

Flash Mode
The Flash Mode can be used to activate the light(s) for short durations
in sync with the light emitted by the cameraʼs built-in strobe. This
capability makes it much easier to capture images of subjects that
would normally ﬂee or hide when exposed to light, making them
diﬃcult to image if the light stays on all the time. Light intensity level
can be selected from High, Mid, or Low and the lighting duration from
0.3 seconds or 1 second.
Flash mode
conﬁguration
Optical communication
receiver

Battery
Module

Grip 02, Condenser Lens, Light Module Cap,
Battery Module Cap, AC Adapter Charging Set,
Maintenance Kit, Exclusive Case L

4-step
brightness control
Non-step
brightness control

OFF
300lm
1000min

500lm
600min

900lm
240min

1300lm
180min

Optical ﬁber cable

Optical ﬁber socket
Underwater
camera housing

Emission angle 100° (60° with the condenser lens)

Light intensity levels and continuous lighting period

Provided accessories：YS Adapter Set, Hand

LARGE-CAPACITY BATTERY

Power supply：Rechargeable lithium-ion battery

1800lm
120min

Note: To use the Flash Mode, you need to prepare a camera with a built-in strobe and an
optical fiber cable (manufactured by Olympus or Sea&Sea) for connection between the
underwater light(s) and underwater camera housing.

Depth rating：100m, IPX8 (JIS Protection Class 8)

2200lm
90min

Dimensions：ø68mm x 135mm (without projections)
Weight：565g on land, 205g underwater

※The lighting periods are standard values when the fully-charged BM6700B is used.

Normal use: 100° light distribution

With condenser lens: 60° light distribution

Note: The Flash Mode cannot be used when the RGB-RC01 Remote Controller is used.
• The remote controller can be used in the Light Mode. (Use an optical fiber cable to connect
the light with the remote controller.)
*Speciﬁcations may be subject to change without notice.
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SYSTEM01-3/ SYSTEM02-2 / SYSTEM02-2-PC OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

LIGHT MODULE
Light Module

Light Module

LM5K3000V（Violet Color）
LM5K3000M（Mandarin Color）

Light Module

LM4.2K2200G
PREMIUM COLOR

LM4.2K1100G
PREMIUM COLOR

STANDARD COLOR

Double Mount Base

YS-D1/2 Mount Base L/R Set

Z240 Mount Base L/R Set

Two underwater lights can be
mounted on this base. The
INONS 2000 strobe can also
be mounted. This product is
designed for combined use
with the YS adapter or
ball adapter.

The Sea YS-D1 and
YS-D2 underwater
strobes and all RGBlue
underwater lighting
systems can be
connected and ﬁxed on
an arm or similar
support.

The INON Z240 and
D2000 underwater
strobes and all RGBlue
underwater lighting
systems can be
connected and ﬁxed on
an arm or similar
support.

RGB-DMB1

Light Module

LM5K1300V

DOUBLE MOUNT BASE

STANDARD COLOR

RGB-YSM1

RGB-ZMB1

LM5K3000V

Color rendering index：Ra80
Color temperature：5000K
Total luminous ﬂux：3000lm

Color rendering index：Ra95
Color temperature：4200K
Total luminous ﬂux：2200lm

Color rendering index：Ra80
Color temperature：5000K
Total luminous ﬂux：2600lm

Color rendering index：Ra95
Color temperature：4200K
Total luminous ﬂux：2200lm

BATTERY MODULE
Battery Module
BM3500B

Battery Module

STANDARD BATTERY

LARGE-CAPACITY BATTERY

BM6700B

Standard Battery
Rechargeable lithium-ion battery,
3200mA/7.2V（23.04Wh）
Continuous lighting period：
60~310min

Large-capacity battery
Rechargeable lithium-ion battery,
6400mA/7.2V(46.08Wh)
Continuous lighting period：
120~600min

GOPRO ADAPTER

REMOTE CONTROLLER

GoPro Adapter

Optical Connection Remote Controller

®

RGB-GA01

RGB-RC01

Controls up to two SYSTEM01-3/02-2/02-2-PC/03/03-PC units
through commercially available optical ﬁber cables (compliant
to the SEA& or OLYMPUS standard). Provided with an arm
connection stay/screws and the brightness control, two-light
switching and low battery alarm functions,and powered by a
single “AA”-size battery.

OPTICAL ACCESSORIES
Snoot Kit

Searchlight Adapter

Light Blade

This adapter is used for pinpoint

This adapter converges the emission

By cutting out part of the distributed

illumination of the subject while keeping

angle from 100° to 30° using an

light, the light blade reduces ﬂoating

the background dark. Three types of

exclusive optical lens. This allows the

reﬂections for clearer illumination of

spotlights can be irradiated by combining

underwater light to be used as a

the subject. Full 360° rotation

the set components.This adapter is

searchlight capable of illuminating at a

capability allows the blade to

designed for combined use with the

far distance. The adapter is made of

facilitate more precise control of

condenser lens provided as standard

silicon rubber for easy underwater

underwater light distribution.

with the light system.

mounting/dismounting and provided

RGB-SN01

RGB-SA01

RGB-BLD1

GoPro® mounting example

This adapter allows the GoPro® to be mounted directly on the
underwater light. A compact photography kit can be formed in
combination with the Hand Grip 02.

When the provided stay is mounted
Note: Optical ﬁber cables are not included.

*GoPro® is a registered trademark of Woodman Labs, Inc. in the United States and other countries.

with a loss-prevention screw.
Combined use with a ﬁlter or another

SYSTEM01-3 / SYSTEM02-2 / SYSTEM02-2 PREMIUM COLOR Provided Accessories

lens is not possible.

Φ8mm+Φ16mm

Φ8mm

Φ16mm

RGB-CAP1

CL60-49M

YSAN-01

Light blade mounting example

Battery Module Cap

Condenser Lens

YS Adapter Set

Light Module Cap
RGB-CAP2

Snoot Extension φ4mm
RGB-SNEX1

Adapter for the RGB-NS01 snoot kit.
When mounted on the tip of the
RGB-NS01, the light beam can be

Searchlight Adapter mounting example

narrowed further for pinpoint
illumination

Red Filter

RF01-49M
This optical ﬁlter is designed
to illuminate living bodies
that react to light. The ﬁlter
can be used in combination
with the condenser lens or
another ﬁlter.

Before light blade adjustment

Snoot Extension φ4mm
mounting example

Color Temperature
Converter Filter（6000K）
CCF6-49M

This ﬁlter converts the color temperature of
the light source from 5000K to 6000K when
you want to enhance the whitish color tone in
your photography. Combined use with the
condenser lens or another ﬁlter is possible.

YS Adapter
mounting example

After light blade adjustment

ND Filter（1/2）

This lens condenses the emission angle from 100°
to 60° to increase the luminance. The double
structure of the optical lens and diﬀusion layer
ensures ﬂat light distribution without color
irregularities. Combination with a ﬁlter is possible
but that with another lens is not.

Adapter for mounting the light source
on an arm. Can be attached to the
accessory mounting plate.*
* With an Allen wrench

During transportation, this cap protects the O-ring surfaces
and contacts from dirt and also secures insulation. The
bayonet mount facilitates secure attaching and detaching.
Note: A waterproof function is not provided.

ND2-49M

When the underwater light is too
bright even at the minimum light
intensity, this ﬁlter can be used to
halve the intensity. Combined use
with the condenser lens or another
ﬁlter is possible.

Hand Grip 02

AC Adapter Charging Set

RGB-HG02

ACBP-01

Maintenance Kit
RGB-MK01

Exclusive Case L
EC02

SHOE & BALL ADAPTER
Rotary Shoe Adapter
RGB-RSA2

YS Extension

RGB-YSEX1

Ball Adapter

RGB-BA01

Hand Grip 02
mounting example

Gun-grip type hand grip equipped
with a clip mechanism for direct
mounting on a BC.

Includes an AC adapter and dedicated
charging plug for recharging the Battery
Module.The input is compatible with 100
to 240V AC. Three kinds of power plugs
-types A, C, and BF- are available for
international use.

Dedicated O-ring spare, O-ring
remover, special silicone
grease, and lintless cotton
swab are included.

*Speciﬁcations may be subject to change without notice.
This adapter is used to clamp the underwater light
on the shoe base of a camera housing. It can rotate
a full 360°. The shape and dimensions of the dial
knob have been modiﬁed to make it easier to attach
or detach. A rubber section has been added to
reduce rattling.

When combined with an underwater light such as the
Rotary Shoe Adapter 2* and SYSTEM 01 /02 /03 the
working range can be expanded, giving you more
lighting options.
* This accessory can also be combined with the
previous Rotary Shoe Adapter.

This adapter is used to connect the product to a
commercially available arm clamp.

AOI Japan Co., Ltd. Phone: +81(0)45-441-0127
2F, Parktower Yokohama Portside 2-1 Kinko-cho, Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan 221-0056

Case designed to accommodate
the main modules, YS Adapter
Set, Hand Grip 02, Condenser
Lens, Maintenance Kit, and one
optional ﬁlter.
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